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ABSTRACT 

The focus of this research 1s to find out triggering factors of social conflict happening around riverside 
area in 2001-2012. Method of this research is to Identify (1) qeneral and particular tr1qqerinq factors. (2) 
actors involved in the conffict (3) actors' interest about palm plantation poliCY ( 4) conflict solv1nq 
strateqv that 1s to come and has already done. Result shows that the non-leqal dominant factors of 
conflict in riverside area are p:Jverty and awareness of the economic factor of area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Social conflict is growing near to riverside of Siakriver based on palm 
plantation area. It is started since the application of decentralization policy. Study of 
Cason (2000), Ngadisah (2004), Khairul (2009), Bernhard (2012), Wawan (2012) 
and WahanalingkunganHidup (Walhi) of Riau show that there are 1320 social 
conflicts based on palm plantation area in Riau. 650 of them happen between 
company and society. Factually, those conflicts can bessen from (1)the people's 
aggression of desa Paluh, Benayah, to the sailing ships in Siak river in 2005. 
(2)demonstration of people living in the area of Siak riverside to local government 
(Pemda) (Riau Pos, 7 Juni 2010). (3) people's demonstration of desaBenayah, 
Dosan, TelukMesjid, DusunPusaka in Siak's local government office, asking for 
sharing of palm plantation area in 2010 (Riau Pos, September 201 0). (4) 
protestdesaPaluh, BentengHilir's figure for the flood impact caused by palm 
plantation near to Siak riverside in 2010. 

It can be seen that the conflicts are growing. People near to riverside are 
getting more critical in denying government's policy. Early investigation shows that 
one of the most dynamic social-politic conflict in Siak riverside is related to palm 
plantation business. That is why writer use sociali:Jolitic issue about palm plantation 
policy as the key to understand socia~olitc conflict based on the assumption that 
social-politic conflict based on human resource is the effect of politic~ as stated by 
Muhaimin (2000), and Khairul (2009). Social conflicts occur in Siak riverside is 
assumed as the result of local and national politic conflict. 

Based on background above, this research try to answer the main question of 
the research, which are: what is conclict map near to Siak riverside looks like? This 
main question can be formulated specifically as; (1) what are causing factors of land 
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